Extrinsic chirality of non-concentric plasmonic nanorings
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Abstract: We show how extrinsic chirality, i.e. the optical activity of achiral media exhibited at oblique light incidence, can be achieved in plasmonic nanorings by symmetry breaking. We demonstrate that even a small, 5% offset of an inner hole of a 190 nm gold ring results in a measurable circular dichroism signal in the near-infrared region. By using computer simulations, we show that optical activity arises upon excitation of a symmetric dipolar localized surface plasmon resonance mode due to the appearance of co-aligned electric and magnetic dipole moments.
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1. Introduction

Chirality is one of the fundamental characteristics of symmetry: chiral shape cannot be superimposed onto its own mirror image. Most biologically relevant molecules are chiral, including the primary biological building blocks — sugars and amino acids. Chirality can be crucially important, especially in pharmaceutics, where an enantiomer of a drug molecule, i.e. one having the same composition but the opposite handedness, can have no therapeutic effect or can even be toxic [1]. Thus, correct determination of molecular chirality is vital in biomedical diagnostics and for pathogen detection [2]. One of the commonly used methods for studying molecular chirality is the circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, which is based on different absorption of right- and left-circularly polarized light by chiral media. Unfortunately, the typical CD signals are very weak and become detectable only when a large number of optically active molecules interact with light upon its propagation. A potential advancement in this field is associated with the use of chiral plasmonic structures, which due to strong interaction with light are capable of generating superchiral local fields and hence lowering detection limits of chiral sensors [2–6].

A number of chiral plasmonic systems has been studied so far [7]. In addition to intrinsically chiral 3D structures [2, 8] and oligomers [5, 9–11], a new class of extrinsically chiral planar plasmonic systems has recently been discovered. Extrinsic chirality is found in achiral plasmonic structures under oblique illumination conditions, when the light propagation vector and the structure make an arrangement that is 3D chiral [12]. It results from a strong interplay between electric and magnetic dipoles, leading to mixed electric and magnetic polarizability [13, 14]. Strong optical activity and high tunability make such structures favorable candidates for a number of applications, including polarization detection and imaging [15]. So far, extrinsic chirality has been demonstrated for a number of plasmonic structures, including split-rings [16–18], nanorod dimers [19], nanorice heterodimers [20], etc.

Most of these systems rely upon the precision of the ‘top-down’ approaches, such as Electron Beam Lithography or Focused Ion Beam lithography. Here, we present a new extrinsically chiral metamaterial fabricated by self-assembly-based colloidal lithography approach. We show both experimentally and by using a computer simulation that extrinsic chirality can be successfully achieved in plasmonic nanorings by symmetry breaking. The optical activity in non-concentric rings (NCRs) under oblique light illumination results from the non-zero projection of magnetic and electric moments on the plane normal to wave propagation.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Fabrication of non-concentric rings

Irregular arrays of gold NCRs have been fabricated on glass and silicon substrates using our recently developed In-situ Resist Colloidal Lithography technique [21], as depicted in Fig. 1(a). In this approach, both the adsorbed colloidal particles and the silica resist layer are used as a
mask for patterning the ring structures. The procedure involved the following steps. First, Si or glass substrates have been cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone, ethanol and Milli-Q water (10 min each) followed by 30-minute UV/ozone oxidation. Next, polyelectrolyte triple layer has been formed using the solutions of PDDA (Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride), 2% wt, 30 sec), PSS (Poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate), 2% wt, 30 sec) and PAX (Polyaluminium chloride, 5% wt, 30 sec). Then, 200 nm sulfate latex microspheres (Invitrogen, USA) have been deposited from 0.2% wt solution in Milli-Q water to create a characteristic pattern used in sparse colloidal lithography methods [22]. After rinsing with Milli-Q water and drying in nitrogen flow, the samples have been stored at ambient conditions. Right before vacuum deposition, the samples were treated for 3 min by UV/ozone to remove polyelectrolyte layers and improve adhesion.

Vacuum deposition has been carried out in the following order: (I) Ti (2 nm, at 45° with 5 rpm), (II) silica (25 nm, at 5° with no rotation) and (III) Au (20 nm, at 40° with 1 rpm) using e-beam evaporation in a PVD system Cryofox Explorer 500 GLAD (Polyteknik, Denmark). After the deposition, samples have been taken out to air, and both the microspheres and the top layer of gold have been removed by repeated tape stripping using a cleanroom adhesive tape. Since NCRs height is less than the thickness of the silica film, and due to the Ti adhesion layer, the structures remain intact at the bottom of the holes in SiO_2 after this procedure. For comparison, concentric rings have been fabricated using the same procedure, but with normal (0°) deposition of silica resist layer in the step II (data not shown).

![Fig. 1. Non-concentric nanorings: A) fabrication using In-Situ Resist Colloidal Lithography: I) deposition of Ti adhesion layer, II) deposition of silica resist layer, III) deposition of gold, IV) asymmetric ring structure after removal of particles and top gold layer (top view and cross-section); B) scanning electron microscopy image of NCRs on Si substrate.](image)

According to SEM data (see Fig. 1(b)), the particles are uniformly distributed across the surface with short-range (but no long-range) order. The NCRs have outer diameter of about 190 nm, inner diameter of about 120 nm, and a hole offset of 10 nm, which is about 5% of the ring size. The particles are all oriented in the same way, i.e. have symmetry axis parallel to each other. It should be noted that with higher deposition angles of silica resist layer the larger offset is potentially possible; however, for the 190 nm diameter NCRs offsets larger than 10 nm lead to cracking in the thin part of the rings.

### 2.2. Optical properties of non-concentric rings

Optical properties of plasmonic nanoring arrays have been experimentally studied using UV-vis/NIR spectrometer (Shimadzu 3600, Japan). CD measurements have been carried out using a custom-built optical system involving a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate (Thorlabs, USA), installed in front of a sample in the sample chamber of the spectrometer. The extinction (1-T)
spectra at different tilt angle in right- or left- circularly polarized light ($A_R$ and $A_L$, respectively) have been registered using a single beam mode with a clean glass slide as a reference.

To support the experiment, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations of optical response of a single NCR structure on a glass substrate have been carried out using the full 3D Maxwell solver FDTD Solutions (Lumerical, Canada) with perfectly matched layers as boundary conditions. NCR model shape was constructed by sweeping an ellipsis with radius $r_a$ that is parallel to the NCR plane and radius $r_b$ perpendicular to it around a circular contour with radius $R = 78$ nm. Radius $r_b = 14$ nm defines the ring’s height and is constant, while $r_a$ is gradually changed from $r_{a1} = 12$ nm at the top to $r_{a2} = 22$ nm at the bottom side of the NCR. The offset between the hole and the outer edge of the ring equals to $r_{a2} - r_{a1} = 10$ nm. The bottom part of the NCR is cut to the center of an ellipsis. The ring is placed on a substrate inside a truncated conical well, representing experimental conditions. The resulting NCR dimensions matched those determined from the SEM images. The dielectric function of gold used in these simulations was obtained by fitting the experimental data from Johnson and Christy [23]. Constant refractive index $n = 1.52$ was used for glass. The mesh size in the region containing the NCR was 1 nm. The model is depicted in Fig. 2.

As depicted in Fig. 3, the extinction (1-T) spectrum of NCRs in non-polarized light contains three peaks, corresponding to the low-energy symmetric dipole LSPR mode at 1550 nm, high-energy anti-symmetric mode at 600 nm and the quadrupole mode at 1000 nm, which is known to become visible due to symmetry breaking [21]. The peak positions in the simulated extinction spectrum are in a good agreement with the experimental results. The larger width of the peaks in the experimental spectra can be explained by inhomogeneous broadening due to polydispersity of particle size and shape.

CD spectra have been obtained as an extinction difference: $\Delta = (A_R - A_L)$. Due to the limited spectral working range of the used quarter-wave plate, the CD spectra were obtained for the range 1100–1630 nm, which covered the most intensive low-energy peak. The experimental extinction and CD spectra of NCRs registered at $+30^\circ$, $0^\circ$ and $-30^\circ$ tilt across the symmetry axis are presented in Fig. 3(b) (left column) accompanied by the corresponding simulated spectra (right column). We found that NCRs demonstrate significant circular dichroism at the frequency corresponding to the dipolar LSPR mode when illuminated at oblique angle. The absolute value of CD reached a maximum when sample was tilted across the axis parallel to the symmetry axis of the NCRs while it vanished at normal illumination, or when the sample was tilted across the perpendicular axis. The CD spectrum changed its sign when the tilting angle was changed to the opposite. The optical properties were identical for the illumination from the substrate and from...
the air, showing no asymmetric transmission effect characteristic for chiral 2D structures [24]. Registered at the same conditions, extinction spectra of concentric rings demonstrate no difference for left- and right circular polarization of incident light, thus giving no CD signal, independently of sample tilt (not shown).

Simulated CD response generally matched the experimental results, showing the same behavior near the resonance wavelength with respect to tilt. The observed discrepancy in the region below 1200 nm is not completely understood and can be attributed either to the imperfections of the FDTD model not reproducing the peculiarities of the NCR’s shape, or to the poor performance of the used optical parts near the edge of their working region.

**2.3. Mechanism of the optical activity**

To understand the optical activity of tilted NCRs, we first take a closer look at the lowest-energy plasmon mode of a nanoring, see Fig. 4. Since circularly polarized light can be represented by two light waves with orthogonal polarization and 90° phase shift, it is convenient to consider plasmon excitation by two linearly polarized light waves independently. Upon excitation of the symmetric LSPR dipole mode, electrons oscillate across the metallic structure in the direction of light polarization, traveling by trajectories with curvature radius defined by the diameter of the ring.

In case of a concentric ring or a non-concentric ring with its offset axis oriented parallel to the light polarization vector the oscillating electric current created by the charges moving clockwise has the equivalent flow of counter-clockwise moving charges. The induced magnetic moments cancel out and no net magnetic moment appears.

In case of NCR, the two channels become inequivalent and more charges move in one arch of the ring than in the other, as illustrated by Fig 4(b). The uncompensated oscillating current induces net magnetic moment \( \mathbf{M} \) normal to the plane of the ring. The dynamics of the calculated
Fig. 4. Low-energy symmetric dipole LSPR mode of gold NCR: A) enhanced local electric field (\(|E|^2/|E_0^2|\)), B) snapshot of electric currents leading to the net magnetic moment \(\textbf{M}\), C) calculated average magnetic field vector components vs phase (with corresponding instant charge distributions); D) simulated charge plots and schematics of the system upon positive (left), zero (center), and negative (right) angle of incidence, showing the appearance of the non-zero projections of magnetic (\(\textbf{m}\), red arrow) and electric (\(\textbf{d}\), green arrow) moments on the plane normal to propagation vector \(\textbf{k}\); E) Appearance of the orthogonal component of electric field in transmitted light due to sample tilt. The inset shows the schematics of the model.
average magnetic field vector components is presented in Fig 4(c). $H_y$ component demonstrates the magnetic field caused by the incident electromagnetic wave, also defining the phase of the electric field vector. The $H_x$ component of the field is zero, whereas $H_z$ reaches considerably large values. Importantly, there is a phase lag between the incident wave and the magnetic response, with maximum values of $|H_z|$ corresponding to the highest current flow and near-zero values of $H_y$, which supports the proposed mechanism.

At oblique light illumination with tilting around Y axis, the projection $m$ of this magnetic moment on the plane normal to the wave propagation vector $k$ is non-zero, and is directed either parallel or anti-parallel to the projection of electric dipole $d$, depending on the sign of the tilt (see Fig 4(d)). The oscillating dipole moments create a component of a retarded wave with orthogonal polarization. This wave is scattered in the direction of incident light and adds up to the transmitted wave, effectively rotating its polarization plane.

The appearance of the electromagnetic wave component with the orthogonal polarization plane in transmitted light is demonstrated in Fig 4(e). When NCR structure is illuminated with X-polarized light at normal incidence (along Z axis), no orthogonally polarized waves $E_y$ is detected in the transmitted light (black line). Once the structure is tilted, the $E_y$ component appears, with its contribution and phase lag increasing with the tilt angle.

The second component of the circularly-polarized light, i.e. the wave with the polarization along the symmetry axis of the NCR induces only symmetric charge flows, thus it does not lead to an additional magnetic response and does not affect the polarization of transmitted light.

Thus, the CD response of short-range ordered arrays of NCRs observed at oblique illumination is a result of their optical activity that appears because of 1) the formation of the magnetic moment $M$ by the uncompensated current and 2) the non-zero projection of this moment onto a plane, normal to wave propagation. The interaction between plasmon modes of individual particles is weak, and the optical response of this amorphous 2D metamaterial is well reproduced by simulation of a single NCR structure.

3. Conclusion

We have demonstrated how symmetry breaking in plasmonic nanorings induces extrinsic chirality. Even a small, 5% offset of the ring’s hole leads to a pronounced CD signal for 190 nm gold rings. The optical activity arises because the light-driven motion of charges in asymmetric non-concentric nanorings under illumination with circularly polarized light induces an oscillating magnetic moment, oriented perpendicular to the plane of the ring. Under oblique incidence, the projection of this magnetic moment on the plane normal to the wave propagation is non-zero, with its sign depending on the handedness of the light. This effect is responsible for the optical activity of these nanostructures, resulting in circular dichroism. Relatively simple self-assembly based fabrication of short-range ordered NCR arrays may facilitate the development of new tunable, highly active amorphous metamaterials and photonic devices.
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